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This pandemic saw many people drive to their
homes and even remote hometowns. It was seen
that people spent most of the time with their par-

ents, and grandparents which strengthened family
bonds. No matter what the situation is but this pandem-
ic has proved once again that family comes
first. Everyday make
quality family time
a priority.

Prioritise family time Become part of your community

I
t is absolutely not possible that 
we skip this change in 2021.
The lockdown took away

jobs and livelihood of many.
There was a recession, lay-
offs, and terminations. So, it
is crystal clear that money-
saving is another important
lifestyle factor that we have to
take along.

Starting the day on a good note is an essential 
part of the journey called life. Wake up earlier this year,
try some form of exercise, throw in some me time for

quiet contemplation before joining your family for a
healthy breakfast. As long as you avoid the temptation of
falling back into bed or wasting half the day before reach-
ing a stage of productivity, you will be fine.

Start a morning routine

This is a crucial life skill and inculcating this habit
from childhood will make your transition into adult-
hood easier than you can imagine.

Take the initiative to go grocery
shopping with your parents – be it
to the supermarket or to the
vegetable vendor on the streets.
Knowing a ripe fruit from a half
rotten one takes time and you
even acquire negotiating skills.
Plus reading labels in stores, com-
paring prices, knowing a good deal and
so on – is priceless. Ditto for planning meals – to
know what to cook for a family depending on what
is available in the pantry.

Start saving

Life is too short to be wasted recklessly. From smoking to
junk eating, quitting a bad habit will make you feel far more
positive about your life in general. If you cannot find any-

thing that you’d like to change about your daily routines, consid-
er the people you interact with. If a friend leads you to bad deci-

sions, consider stepping back and spending more time with more
positive people.

Quit a bad habit
What

you can do?
Make a list and
get busy strik-
ing them off

We have witnessed the 
repercussions of climate
change in the last couple of

years and it’s a wake-up call to be more
invested in protecting our environ-

ment. Take a simple step to
make Mother Earth thrive
– plant a tree in your

neighbouring areas or
wherever you can on

special days
like your

birthday,
your parent’s

anniversary, your best
friend’s birthday and so on –
and also nurture it.

So your wardrobe is full
of clothes and there
are some that

are in decent
condition
but a bit

frayed
on the

edges or
you are just

not into that
jacket you got

from your cousin
last year. Don’t waste these items in your
closet as your out-of-style jacket is useful enough to
give warmth and clothing to less privileged chil-
dren. Pick those clothes and toys and
donate them to people for
whom it will
make a world of
difference. Do this
every few months
and enjoy the
process of giving
to others.

What
you can do?
Learn how to
grow a plant
from a seed

Last year made people realise the impor-
tance of sleep. Dr James Maas, author of
Sleep For Success, wrote that if you don’t

get your ZZZs, you're setting yourself up
for a whole host of health problems.

Sleep controls our moods, regulates
weight, diabetes, skin issues and a
host of other health parameters.

What
you can do?
Insist on tag-
ging along to
the next shop

visit

Plan grocery/meals

Donate clothes/toys to needy

Almost all of us are guilty of spending more
time than required on our Insta and Snapchat
feed. Nothing terrible about it but

try doing a ‘time out’ for your social
media browsing and you will find

more time to connect in real
life with your family, friends,
pets and yourself too. It’s
simple – make social media
usage a mindful exercise
rather than a waste of time

and reap the benefits of more real
time in your life. Start by keeping a watch on the

amount of time you
spend and con-

sciously log out
once it exceeds

15 minutes.

Restrict time on social media

What
you can do?
Set a time

tracker on your
handles

What
you can do?

Don’t buy any-
thing new till the

time you get rid of
at least five items

in your closet

Start sleeping well

What
you can do?

Aim for an early
start – start shaving
15 minutes off your
routine in the morn-

ing to begin with

What
you can do?

Cook, garden
or declutter

together

This one is hardly new
but it’s relevant and
something that needs to

be emphasised. Hydration is
the key to good health of the
body, mind and skin – which

means giving opti-
mum hydration

inside out. For
internal
hydration
have
enough
water – 7-8

glasses per
day or more if

you are working
out or playing strenu-

ous outdoor sports like
squash, tennis, etc. For topi-
cal hydration for skin, wear
moisturiser every single way,
be it snow, rain or sunshine.
Invest in a good lotion that
suits your skin type.

Hydrate

Neighbourhoods
and communi-
ties came to

the rescue during the
pandemic, feeding
families of Covid vic-

tims and organising
health camps. There

really is something to
be said for community spirit.

People who voluntarily give
their time to improving their
local area are well respected
and in return, gain boosted
feelings of self-esteem.

What
you can do?

Start with get-
ting to know
your neigh-
bours well

What
you can do?

Download a water
tracker to get into
the habit of drink-

ing enough
water

If you have been following the
memes, word is out that 2021 is
actually another way to say
“2020 Won”! As the world reels
under a new year that may not
be returning to the old normal
anytime soon, it’s time to dig in
your heels. 2020 challenged us
in every way. Let’s make 2021
our own exciting challenge by
exploring the unknown. Make it
a year of growth and learning.
Here are some ideas to…

1Stack your habits. Tie your new habit to
an existing one. For instance, a morning

cuppa can be tied in with meditation or
while brushing do some squats.

2 Start small. Big behaviour changes
require a high level of motivation that

often can’t be sustained. The Japanese fol-
low the practice of kaizen which loosely
means small, continuous change. The core
idea is that little changes, almost unno-
ticeable on their own, eventually add up to
that big change you're after.

3 Do it daily. A British study published in
the European Journal of Social

Psychology, showed that the amount of
time it took for a task to become automat-
ic aka a habit ranged from 18 to 254 days.
Habits form faster if you do them daily.

4 Make it easy. Clear the habit obstacles
on your way. Want to start gymming,

pack your bag overnight? Hate stepping
out, make an indoor plan for workout. Or
sleep in your workout clothes to avoid
excuses for the morning.

5 Take a challenge. Fitness challenges
are dime a dozen. Pick something that

suits your goal or make your own and get
friends involved. Group goals is  a great
way to keep each other motivated.

HOW TO START 
A NEW HABIT

Choosing a positive attitude is
one of the most powerful things
we can take into 2021.

Psychologist Rick Hanson said:
“The brain is like Velcro for
negative experiences but
Teflon for positive ones.”

It’s important to build
our ability to stay

with the positive
thoughts for

longer. Start
by self moti-

vating yourself.

Cultivate a positive attitude

What
you can do?

Praising yourself
for a good effort.

Be your own
cheerleader

What
you can do?

Start a night rou-
tine that sets the
tone for a good

night’s sleep

What
you can do?

Take proper calls
and plan future
expenditures at

the start of
2021

Plant a tree on special days

Text by: Supriya Sharma, Nupur Amarnath and Pallavi Shankar
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02 “The fool doth think he is wise, but the
wise man knows himself to be a fool.” 
William Shakespeare, As You Like It
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Mammals, birds, reptiles, fishes, insects…all major species in the animal kingdom migrate,
either to find food, escape harsh weather conditions or to breed. While the destination,
season of migration and path differs among the species, it is interesting to follow their
purpose of location change and track the journey through thousands of miles, across 

continents and seas. A look at five greatest and longest animals migrations...

HEY FOLKS! I AM EXPLORIA.
HAVE YOU WONDERED, HOW ARE BLACK HOLES

DETECTED? OR, WHY DO BATS HANG UPSIDE
DOWN? DON'T WORRY WE GOT YOU COVERED 

This 113 gram tiny sea bird undertakes the longest animal mi-
gration in the world, covering an annual distance of 71,000
kilometres. This bird has a circumpolar breeding distribution

covering the Arctic and sub-Arctic regions of Europe, Asia, and North
America. It makes the equivalent of three round trips to the Moon
in its lifetime. The long journey ensures that this bird sees two
summers per year and more daylight than any other creature
on the planet. Arctic Terns are birds with a good lifes-
pan, with many living up to 30 years. They eat
mainly fish and small marine invertebrates.

The Sooty Shearwaters’ journey took them from
breeding colonies in New Zealand to winter-
feeding sites in Japan, Alaska or California.

Their migration path covered the whole of the Pa-
cific region, taking about 200 days to complete. The
birds use global wind system to follow the right mi-

gratory path. They consume enough food like
squids and krills from the Pacific regions and re-

turn to New Zealand for breeding. Data shows that
some birds travel up to 910km in a day, and dive to
depths of 68m in search of food. Sooty Shearwaters
are 40–51 cm in length with a 94–110 cm wingspan.

Renowned for their long migration distances
and their incredible diving abilities, North-
ern elephant seals—so named because of

their long elephant-like noses— breed, give birth
and moult (loss of feathers, hair or skin) in Cal-
ifornia and Baja California (in Mexico), mostly
on offshore islands. Outside the breeding and
moulting seasons, they feed as far north as the
Gulf of Alaska. Male and female elephant seals
are believed to feed on different prey. The female
diet is primarily squid and the male diet is more
varied, comprising small sharks, rays and other
bottom-dwelling fish. Elephant seal make this mi-
gration twice a year.

Leatherback Turtles are
named so because of their
shell, which is leather-like

and not the hard shell that is found typ-
ically in ordinary turtles. They
are the largest sea turtle
species—nearly seven-foot-
long and exceeding 900 kilo-
grams—and also, migrates,
crossing both the Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans. Pacific leatherbacks migrate
from nesting beaches in the Coral Triangle
(encompassing six countries in the Indo-Pacific) all the way to the Cali-
fornia coast to feed on jellyfish every summer and fall. Leatherbacks can
dive up to depths of 4,200 feet — deeper than other turtle.

SOOTY SHEARWATER

NORTHERN ELEPHANT SEAL 21,000 kms

65,000 kms

HUMPBACK WHALE 22,000 kms

Humpback whales make the longest migration jour-
ney among mammals in the world. They travel
through oceans and cover a distance of 22,000 kilo-

metres every year. Humpbacks migrate annually from sum-
mer feeding grounds, near the poles to warmer winter breed-
ing waters closer to the Equator. The mothers and their
young ones swim close together, often touching one anoth-
er with their flippers, as supposedly, a gesture of affection.
Humpbacks are powerful swimmers, and they use their
massive tail fin to propel themselves through the water and
sometimes, completely out of it.

Black holes do not emit light; in fact they completely
absorb and trap light that gets close enough to them.

So, if this is the case how can we possibly observe or de-
tect them?  It turns out that while black holes do not emit
light or any matter, the effects of black holes are de-
tectable. As matter is pulled into the black hole, it ac-
celerates and heats up. As the temperature of the mat-
ter increases, atoms are ionised. Once the atoms reach
temperatures of a few million Kelvin, X-rays are emit-
ted. These X-rays can be detected and observed by sci-
entists here on the Earth. The second way scientists de-
tect black holes is by observing their gravitational in-
fluence. For example, at the centre of our galaxy—Milky
Way—we see an empty spot where all of the stars are
circling around as if they were orbiting a really dense
mass. That’s where the black hole is.

For frequent fliers and international
travellers, the symptoms of jet lag are

all too familiar. Disturbed sleep, daytime
fatigue, difficulty in concentrating and
functioning, and even stomach problems
are a fact of life. Jet lag happens because
rapid travel throws off our circadian
rhythm — the biological clock that helps
control when we are awake and fall asleep.
The clock guides feelings of alertness in
the mornings and sleepiness at night, and
it regulates bodily functions such as hunger
and temperature. Travelling disrupts that
rhythm because there’s a desynchronisa-
tion between the environment and our in-
ternal schedule, which leads to jet lag.

As sunlight passes through a cloud, tiny water droplets
that make up the cloud scatter all colours of the light

in the same manner, producing a white colour. As the cloud
gets thicker, less light can pass through to the base of the
cloud and it appears darker. Where you are when you’re
looking at a cloud can also affect what colour it will appear
to you. If you’re standing underneath the base of a tall
cloud, it will appear grey because little light can get through
the cloud. If you are standing farther away from the same
cloud and viewing it from the side, it will appear white be-
cause the light is not passing through the cloud before it
reaches your eye.

Why are some clouds dark
in appearance?

Unlike birds, bats are unable to begin flight from the
ground as their wings are not powerful enough and

their legs lack the necessary strength for a running take-
off. They use their front claws to climb to a high spot
and launch themselves off to achieve flight. By sleep-
ing upside down, they are able to quickly and easily be-
gin flight. Another reason they hang upside down is that
bat’s talons (claw) work opposite to most muscles. When
they relax, their talons shut, meaning they do not need
to exert any energy if they hang upside down. Con-
tracting the muscle releases them and allows flight to
begin. In addition, bats can roost in places that preda-
tors or other animals might not be able to find.

Why do bats hang upside down?

Alightning strike produces one billion to 10 billion
joules, according to the lightning library at the

University of Illinois Department of Physics. That’s
enough to power a light bulb for almost four months.
But even during a thunderstorm it’s incredibly diffi-
cult to predict when and where lightning will strike.
Assuming that you are lucky and get a lightning bolt
to hit your conductor, there would be major difficulties
in storing the energy and then converting it to alter-
nating current so it can run your appliances. Also, much
of the lightning bolt’s energy goes into heating the sur-
rounding air to temperatures greater than the surface
of the Sun. So even if you have managed to overcome
the problems of collecting, storing and converting the
energy from the lightning to make it useful, you would
still only be harnessing a small proportion of the light-
ning bolt’s power.

Can lightning be harnessed
as a source of power?

Stars are born within giant clouds of dust and gas
known as molecular clouds. These clouds remain

cold and dormant for thousands of years. However, when
massive energy is released either from a distant super-
nova or some streaking comet, turbulence is created
within these clouds. Particles within the clouds collide
and this gives rise to small knots or clumps with suffi-
cient mass and therefore a stronger gravitational pull.
The gravitational pull attracts more particles from the
surrounding clouds and the gas and dust thus begin to
collapse. As the clump attracts more matter from the
cloud, its centre begins to heat up. Known as a protostar,
it is this hot core at the middle of the collapsing cloud
that one day will become a star. However, the process
takes millions of years. A star the size of our Sun re-
quires about 50 million years to mature from the be-
ginning of the collapse to adulthood.

How are stars formed?

How are black holes detected? What causes jet lag?

Superfoods are foods — mostly plant-based but also
some fish and dairy — thought to be nutritionally

dense and thus good for one’s health. The term has no
set scientific meaning, and any list of “top” superfoods
is purely subjective. Some of the so-called “superfoods”
— such as spinach, beans, sweet potatoes, salmon,
fruits, nuts, whole grains and berries — are said to be
rich in nutrients. Superfoods are considered healthy
for the most part, barring when contaminated with
preservatives or additional sugar. Lists of superfoods
are extensive on the Internet. Some websites list as
many as 50 or 100. It is noteworthy that all though su-
perfoods are considered good for a bout of energy, one
should largely opt for a wholesome diet to stay fit and
healthy.

What are superfoods?
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